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1 
The classical Riemann zeta function, c(s), defined for Re s > 1 by the 
absolutely convergent Dirichlet series 
(1.1) 
is known to be a meromorphic function over @, with a simple pole at s = 1 
and a countable infinity of non-real zeros that all lie in the vertical strip 
0 < Re s < 1. It was conjectured by Riemann [lo] that all of the non-real 
zeros for [ lie on the line Re s = $. The conjecture is supported somewhat 
by the numerical computations in [l] indicating that the first 200,000,001 
zeros above (and therefore below, by symmetry) the real axis do in fact lie 
on Res=i. 
If4x)=Cpsx 1 is the counting function for the prime numbers, and the 
logarithmic integral function, Li(x), is defined for x 3 s by 
Lib) = Ii2 & (1.2) 
then an equivalent statement of Riemann’s conjecture is that 
7c(x) = Li(x) + E(x), (1.3) 
where the error term E(x) satisfies the estimate 
E(x) = u(xl’*+E) (1.4) 
as x--r co, for any c>O, or even 
E(x) = U(k”’ log x) (1.4)’ 
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(see, e.g. [2, p. 901). The exponent i in (1.4) and (1.4)’ is known to be 
best possible [9]. Other equivalent conditions may be found in [2, 
Section 12.2; 3; 11, Chap. XIV]. It is also true that the estimate 
E(x) = 0(x@) (1.5) 
as x + cc is necessary and sufficient in order that sup P,, < 0, where pn 
denotes the real part of the nth zero of [ above the real axis. 
The purpose of the present note is to derive a reformulation of the 
Riemann hypothesis in terms of the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions 
of a certain real linear differential equation of singular Sturm-Liouville 
type (Eq. (1.18)). More precisely, let {p,} denote the set of prime numbers 
listed in increasing order beginning with p1 = 2, and let p and 6 be given 
real numbers satisfying p > 1 and 6 > 0, but otherwise arbitrary for the 
moment. Following [6, Section 21 (with d, = plP and 6, = 6) define the 
sequence{&(n)} by&(1)=1,~(2)=p;~,andfornal 
E(2” + k) = p;!,&(k), 1 <k<2”-’ 
= (1 +h)p,-,“,4k), 1+2”-‘$k<2” (1.6) 
and the sequence (wr’}, n > 0,O < r < n, by 
w;)=s(l)+s(1+2’)+ ... +s(l +k.2’) 
+ . . . + &( 1 + 2” - 2’). (1.7) 
Set wf’= w,. As p > 1, it follows from [6, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.41 that 
w$) = lim, _ m wr’ exists for each r>O. Set y= -w~)(w~)-~, and define 
the number sequences {a,}, {/I,}, {bk}, (ck} by 
a,=o, pl= -1 
ak= - wk 
(1) _ wp 
wk-wk-,’ 
k>,2 






Observe that, by [6, Lemma 2.61, the non-degeneracy condition 6 >O 
ensures that the partition {$} is well defined. Finally, define the step 
functions b(x) and c(x) on [0, co) by 
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c(x) = a/c Pk - Y(% + Pk) + Y2 
&)=2(Bk-Y)+(ak-Bk) 
(1.10) 
Consider now the differential equation (cf. [6, Eq. (4.9)]), 
z” - (s - p) b(x) z’ + (s - ,u)Z c(x) z = 0, 06x<co. (1.11) 
It is shown in [6, Section 41 that Eq. (1.11) has an explicitly given solution 
$ = 9(x, s; 6) satisfying 
(i) forlixedswithRes>l,$(x,s;6)-+1 asx-+co; 
(ii) $(x, s; 6) = i(s)/iVs) x( x, s; a), where 1 is a solution of (1.11) 
such that x(x, s; 6) is analytic in s for Re s > d(6) > f, where k?(s) + 4 as 
6 + 0. 
Here, an explicit expression for the function a(8) may be obtained via 
[6, (4.33)]. As in [6], on using the variable change 
r=r(x)= $o)dL’ s 0 (1.12) 
u(r, s) =.4x(r), 3) 
(1.11) becomes 
+(s--1 b(x(r))e , 2 c( (r)) -(s-P')'u(r s) =o I 
where 0 G r < co. Observe that, under the variable change (1.12), the 
partition points ak, k 2 0, become 
rk = 
s 
nk b(x) dx 
0 
= j, I;-, 0) dx 
= i (a,-aip,)bi 
i=l 
= i loiS( i log(pi)‘H, by (l.lO), 
i= I i=l I I 
=fh)+ O(l), (1.14) 
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where (/Ii - y)(ol, - pi))’ = O(pz:@), by [6, Lemma 2.6(ii) and (4.5)], and 
e(x) = cp<x logp is the Tchebychef theta function (see, e.g. [4, p. 3403). 
Now, let 0,(f) denote the piecewise linear function defined on [0, co) and 
joining the points (p,, ri), i > 0 (set p0 = r0 = 0); i.e., for piPI < I < pi 
(1.15) 
Then 8, is absolutely continuous and increasing, and we have from (1.14) 
and (1.15) that for piPI <I< pi, 0,(/)=0(Z)+ O(logp,), i.e., that for all 
120, 
e,(r) = e(z) + o(i0g I). (1.16) 
Note that, as e(l)-1 as l+ co [4, p. 3451, e,(Z)- I as I + co also. Finally, 
for s real set 
t = t(r) = s e;‘(r) dp 312 PS 1% P 
u( t, s) = u( r( t), s). 
(1.17) 
Under this variable change (1.13) becomes 
$ p(w)$ +q(t,s)u=O, ( ) o<t<t,, 
where 
p = p( t, s; 6) = 
ttlk - bk)(Pk - Pk- 1) 
e(“-9)‘(e;1(r))s log(e;‘(r)) log(p,) 
(1.19) 
for t kP 1 < t < t,, k 2 1, where t, = t(r(ak)), k 2 0, and t, = lim,, m t(r). 
Here we have used the fact that e;(e,‘(r))=(rk-rk~,)(pk-pk-1)-’ over 
[tklly tk], where rk-rkPI =b(X(r))log(pk)e(Glk-/?k)-l, by (1.9) and 
(1.12). 
The main result may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 1. The Riemann hypothesis is true if and only if the differential 
equation (1.18) has a solution u(t, s; 6) such that 
(i) u(t,s;6)-e-’ us t+t, for all 6 > 0 and all real s satisfying 
s > 6(s) > i, where 6 is defined as above; 
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(ii) fur each fixed t and 6, u( t, s; 6), G(6) < s < 1, is the restriction to 
the real interval (a(~‘?), l] of a function, V(t, s; 6), analytic in s in some 
domain in the complex s-plane containing the real interval (c?(6), 11. 
Remarks. (1) As usual, we use the notation f(t) - g(t) as t + t, to 
mean that f(t)(g(t))-’ + 1 as t + t,. 
(2) It will follow from the proof of the theorem that (1.18) always 
has a solution asymptotic to e-’ as t + t, for real s> 1; the Riemann 
hypothesis enters when the behaviour of the solution is considered for 
;<s< 1. 
(3) With the obvious modifications, the theorem also gives a 
reformulation of the partial Riemann hypothesis (1.5). 
(4) Observe that the character of the differential Eq. (1.18) changes 
drastically at s= 1. For s> 1, from (1.17), O-C t, < 00, and thus (1.18) is a 
singular equation on the finite interval (0, t,); if 4~s~ 1, then t, = co, 
and (1.18) is then a singular equation on a half-line. 
(5) Observe also that assumption (i) implies (but is not obviously 
implied by) the condition 
lim t-‘logu(t,s;6)= -1. (1.20) 
t-c.2 
This is very similar to the decay estimate of Fadeev and Pavlov (also 
necessary and sufficient for the truth of the Riemann hypothesis, see, e.g. 
C7, p. 183, Eq. (7.70)1), 
lim sup t-l log ll(B” + i)-’ Zll(t)llE= - $; 
,400 
(1.21) 
here the operators Z”(t) form essentially the solution semi-group for the 
automorphic wave equation, and the operator B” is the corresponding 
infinitesimal generator. Thus for a suitable initial function f, (B” + i)-’ 
Z”(t)f may be thought of as the Laplace transform of a solution of the 
automorphic wave equation. In view of the fact that Eq. (1.11) is the 
Laplace transform of a certain wave equation (see [6, Section 51) that 
resembles the automorphic wave equation, the similarity of (1.20) and 
(1.21) is perhaps to be expected. 
(6) With reference to assumption (i), it is worth noting that for (non- 
oscillatory) Sturm-Liouville equations it is quite reasonable to expect the 
solutions to exhibit the so-called exponential dichotomy property, i.e., the 
existence of exponentially large and exponentially small solutions (see, e.g., 
II53 81). 
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2 
Before proceeding with the proof of the theorem we first need from [6] 
the specific form of the solution Ii/(x, s; 6) of (1.11) mentioned earlier. From 
[6, (4.3440)], setting d, = JI;~‘, A, = pr, 6, = 6, and replacing s with s-w 
we have, for xE [akpl, a,], k>, 1, 
Iclb-, 3) = A&(S) expE(a, -Y )(s - ~1x1 








and the functions Y&(s) and D&(S) (defined for k > 1 by [6, (4.3435)]) are 
analytic in s for Re s > C(s) > 4, for all 6 > 0. As noted above, C(s) + 4 as 
6 + 0 and thus the left boundary of the half-plane of analyticity of y& and 
ok can be chosen as close to the line Re s = 4 as is required. 
Proceeding with the proof of the theorem, assume first that the Riemann 
hypothesis holds. Then for arbitrary 6 > 0 and for real s > C(8) > i we have 
log fi (1 +p;“)= i log(1 +p;“) 
i=l i= 1 
k k 
= c pi”+ c [log(l+p;“)-p,“] 
i=l i=l 
= x-‘dz(x) + g(l, s) (2.4) 
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forpkGl<pk+,, where 
g(l,s)= i [log(l +p;“)-p,“]. 
i= I 
(2.5) 
Observe that as 
Iln(l+z)--zl </zIzsg+ . . . 
‘2 3 
B lz12 .;(I- lz,)-’ 
<2 lz12 
for Izj Q 2 ~ ‘I*, and Ip,y”l< 2- ‘I2 for s > 5 and i > 1, it follows that g(l, S) is 
analytic, and g(Z, s) = 0( 1) as 1 
s:,2 x 
+ cc for all s > $. Also, setting I(/, s) = 
-“(log x))’ dx, it follows from (1.3) and (2.4) that 
ifi, (1 + pi”) =expCZ(4 s)l .exp [s’ x-‘d,?(x)] .exp[g(l, s)] (2.6) 
312 
The candidate for the required solution v(t, s; 6) is a suitable multiple of 
the explicitly given solution $(x(r(t)), S; 6) defined earlier. Define 5(x, S) for 
x~Ca,-,,a,hk>A by 
k+l 
ax, s)= n (I+ P,“)~m))-‘~$(x, s) 
i= 1 
=51(x, s) + 52(x, $1, 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
where E(s) = [(s)([(~s))-‘, and from (2.1-3) 
wk-wk-I 
W, 
’ yk(s)‘(l +e) exp[(ak-?)(s-dxl 
S2(x~~)=exp[(s-lc) f (Pi+l-Pi)“i] 
(2.9) 
i=k 
‘% @kb) expC(Pk-?)(s-pbl. 
m 
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Observe that the functions cj(x, s), j= 1, 2, are analytic for (r = Re s > 
e(6) > f, and from [6, Lemma 2.2(ii), (2.76), (4.30)] for a&i Q x < ak, 
ltl(xy s)l =O(pk”.exp[(ak-y)(o-~L)xl) (2.10) 
=O(p,“‘exp~(o-~L)ak-,(cck-Bk)(l +dl))l) t2.11) 
for a-pL0, by [6, (2.25) and (4.5)]. As 
k-l 
ak-l(ak-bk)=(ak-Pk) 1 (ai-ai-l) 
r=l 
=0(l) as k-m, (2.12) 
by (1.9) and [6, Lemma 2.6(ii)]. Thus from (2.10), for g(6) < Re s < p, 
tl(x, s)+ 0 as x+00. (2.13) 
In fact, (2.13) is also true when Re s > y, because from (2.10), 
Itlb, s)i =O(p;“exp[(o-pL) uk(@k-flk)(l +dl))l) (2.14) 
and 
ak(ak-Pk)=(ak-flk) i (ai-ai-I) 
i= 1 
=Wpk)+41) by (1.9) and (2.12). 
Thus, from (2.14), lti(x, s)l = O(P;~) as k + co, and (2.13) again follows. 
Also, for akel<x<ak, kB 1, 
-p ~-J-P) f (Bi+l 
[ i=k 
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The second term in (2.14) tends to zero as x -+ cc for any s with 
Re s > g(6). Also setting s = 0 + jr. 
IevCUL-W-k4.4 - 11 
6 IexpCUkW-dxl cosCUk~)~~l- 11 
+ lexpW-Wv+d sinC(bk-Y) 7x11 
~l~~~E~Pk-~~~~-~~~1-~I+I~~~~B~-~~7~1-~I 
+ IevCUL - rb - dxl sinC(Pk - y) 7x11 
=lexP{I(~~-Yh~ b-pl}-lI+2sin2 [(flk-y)2x/2] 
+evML-~)4 la-~I}.Isin[(Pk-~)7xlI. (2.16) 
Here, 
k lOg(Pi) 
I(bk-Ybkl = Ipk-Yl i;, a,-P, 
I I 
=0(l) as k-+m, 
by [6, Lemma 2.6(ii) and (4.5)]. Thus from (2.15) and (2.16) it follows 
that for Re s > g(6), cZ(x, s) --t 1 as x -+ co, and hence, from (2.8) that 
ax, s) + 1 as x+co. (2.17) 
Now, define v(t, s; a), for s > g(6), by 
o(t s.,)=i(x(r(t))‘s’G).exp 3 9 
E(s) 
mpPSdE(p)+g(co,s) . (2.18) 1 
Observe that as we are assuming the Riemann hypothesis, E(s) #O, and the 
integral on the right is convergent, by (1.4)’ and an integration by parts. 
Observe also that for rkp 1 6 r < rk, 
k-l 
JJ, (1 + P;“) =exPC4e;‘(r), $11 
. exp P-‘MP) 1 ~expCg(~r’(r), $)I (2.19) 
by (2.6) and (1.15), asp,-, <8;‘(r)<Pk. Then, by (2.18), and (1.17) we 
have for all real s > d(6), and t, ~, d t < tk, 
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u(t, s; 6)er 
=~(x(r)9s;6).exp E(s) p-S&( )+g(qs) 








=u +PkYl +p,z,) 
.exp{g(m, s)- g(fl;'(r), s)} 
. exp P-’ WP) by (2.19). (2.20) 
As Qx(r(t)),~)+ 1 as t-rt, by (2.17), and e;‘(r)+ co, it follows that 
u(t, s; 6)e’+ 1 as t --+ t,, as required. Thus the function defined by (2.18) 
satisfies condition (i) of the theorem. In addition, this function is analytic 
for Re s > a(s), and condition (ii) is also verified. This completes the first 
part of the proof. 
Conversely, assuming (i) and (ii), it follows that for any fixed 6 > 0 and 
all s > Z(6) there is a solution, u( t(r), S; a), of ( 1.13) satisfying 
u(f(r), s; 4 expCV(~;V), s)l + 1 as r-+00. (2.21) 
Furthermore, as I(r, S) converges as r + co for s > 1, we have 
u(t(r),s;s)expCZ(co,s)l-exp jOI,( J-$-I-1 
[ I r 
as r + co. However, we also have $(x(r), s; S)- 1 as r + co, and this 
property defines J/ uniquely by [6, Corollary 4.51. Thus, for s > 1, 
vW(r), 3; 6) = u(t(r), s; 4 expCz(~, ~11. (2.22) 
On using (2.7), (2.19) and assumption (ii), (2.22) may be rearranged into 
the form 
B(B;‘(r), s) = 
V( t, s; 6)e’ 
exp{g(oo,s)-g(e,'(r),s)}' , 
(l+PFt~~ls~PZI) (2.23) 
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fors>l and rkp,<r<rk, where 
B(r,s)=exp ?*l pPsdE(p) . 
[ r 1 
As V(t, s; 6) is analytic in s in a neighbourhood, N, in @, of the real inter- 
val (g(6), l] it follows that (2.23) holds (for fixed r) for all SEN, = 
Nn {s: Re s > 1 }. Furthermore, the right side of (2.23) is also analytic in 
the larger region N. Thus we may consider (2.23) as an equation defining 
the analytic continuation of B(r, s) to N. It then follows from assumption 
(i) that for each fixed s> g(6), B(r, s) --f 1 as r + cc. In particular, 




exp CWP) B(r,s)=B(r,,s) 
rl 1 
for any fixed value rl. As all terms are also analytic in N, the identity 
clearly holds for all s in N as well, and letting r -+ cc it follows that if 
G(rys)=j3~2P-sWP) (2.24) 
then G(r, s) = O( 1) as r + CO for any fixed s > C(s). Noting that this holds 
for all 6 > 0 it is then clear that 
G(r, s) = O(1) (2.25) 
as r + cc for all s > 4. If (2.24) is regarded as an integral equation for the 
error term E(r), assumed without loss of generality to be normalized (see, 
e.g. [12, p. 13]), then 
(2.26) 
This may be seen directly by noting that (2.24) defines E uniquely if it is 
normalised [ 12, p. 591 and using E(r) defined by (2.26) we have 
= 5 r ~G(P, $1 312 
= G(r, s). 
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E(r) = fG(r, s) -s G(PJ)P”-’ 4 
312 
= 0( r’). 
This implies the Riemann hypothesis by (1.4) and completes the proof. 
3 
One can also transform Eq. (1.13), for real s, by means of the variable 
change 
u(t, s) = u(r(t), s). 
In this case, instead of (1.18) we have 
O<t<t,, 
where 
$=jqt,s;6)= b(x(r)) @ - pc)r).s log r 
4 = 4(t s. 6) = (3 - PL)’ c(x(r))r’ log r 
9 2 b(x(r)) .e(s-P)r 
for tk- I < t < t,, k > 1, where t, = t(r(a,)), k >, 0, and t, = lim, 





THEOREM 2. If the Riemann hypothesis is true then the differential 
Equation (3.2) has a solution u(t, s; 6) satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 1. 
An inspection of the first part of the proof of Theorem 1 (cf Eq. (2.20)) 
shows that it is enough to prove that under the Riemann hypothesis, 
(3.4) 
for all s > i. Note first that as 0(r) - r (and hence e,(r) -r, by (1.16)) when 
r --* co [4, p. 3451, it is enough to prove that J(e,(r), s) -+O as r -+ co. 
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Moreover, on the Riemann hypothesis, we have from (1.16) and [2, p. 911 
that /3,(r) = r + M(r), where 
M(r) = O(r”2+c) (3.5) 
as Y + co, for any E > 0. Consequently, for real s > i, s # 1 (the proof for 
s = 1 is similar), 
IWrl 
= c(r)” log c(r)’ 
for c(r) between r and e,(r), 
= O(r l/z-r+E ), 
by (3.5) for any E > 0; (3.4) now follows easily. 
It is conjectured that the converse result for Theorem 2 is also valid. To 





as r --+ co for all s > i, which is clearly a consequence of the Riemann 
hypothesis, also implies it. 
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